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No.F.4-05/2022-R 

 

01st June, 2023 
 

(For Further Correspondence, 
quote the above letter number and 

address to the Secretary, FPSC) 

 

Subject: MEDICAL OFFICER (BS-17), AIRPORTS SECURITY FORCE, CABINET SECRETARIAT 

(AVIATION DIVISION). 

 

LIST OF PROVISIONALLY SHORTLISTED CANDIDATES 

The following Three (03) candidate(s) have been provisionally shortlisted and will be called for interview 

as and when scheduled, subject to submission of attested copies (with name stamp of attestation officer) of documents 

mentioned against their name(s) (if any), candidate(s) with deficient documents have also been informed by post/ sms/ E-

mail: 

2.        FPSC, due to unforeseen circumstances, has to sometime make certain changes in the scheduled programmes 

regarding interviews/ personal hearings etc. Therefore, in order to facilitate the candidates, they are advised to approach 

FPSC’s official website for interviews/personal hearings etc. and other related information. Candidates are accordingly 

advised to regularly/ frequently visit FPSC’s website link (https://www.fpsc.gov.pk/exams/gr/interview-program-

candidates-list) before arriving at their respective centers/ venue for interviews/ personal hearings schedules. 

 

S

# 

Roll No. Name of Candidate(s) Date of Birth Interview 

Centre 

Domicile Required/ Deficient 

Document(s) 

1.  
000010 NAHIDA BURKI 

DOB=29-09-1993 
Age=28Y-03M-19D IBD 

EX-FATA  Valid PMDC 
registration 

2.  
000031 MUHAMMAD IBRAR 

DOB=12-06-1991 
Age=30Y-07M-06D PESH 

EX-FATA -- 

3.  
000035 SABA HIDAYAT 

DOB=07-08-1994 
Age=27Y-05M-11D PESH 

EX-FATA Valid PMDC registration 

LIST OF INELIGIBLE/ REJECTED CANDIDATES 

3. There is no candidate have been rejected for the reason(s) mentioned against them, same candidates have 

been informed by post/ sms/ E-mail: 
 

LOW IN MERIT OR FAILED CANDIDATES 

4. Remaining candidate(s) in the subject case are either low in merit or failed in Screening (MCQ)/ Written 

(Descriptive) Examination and will not be called for interview. It may be noted that no further communication to FPSC 

shall be made in this regard. 

5. Important Note: The names and number of provisionally shortlisted/rejected candidates are subject to 

modification after Commission’s decision on the representations and review petition (if any) of rejected candidates in 

terms of Section 7(3) of Federal Public Service Commission Ordinance, 1977. 

              
  Hamza Munir 

Assistant Director (T&S-B)  
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